
 
 
 

Soon to be a Block Buster Novel to be released in January 2018.  Destined to be a BEST Seller and 
many are hoping to see this play out  in the movies in the very near future.  Get your “limited” 
autographed copy by visiting:  www.drhlbarner.com.  Share with your family and friends. Post on FB, 
Twitter, Instagram, and other sides.  Let’s celebrate our local author! 

What people are saying about Behind the Door. 

“Honney Lavern Barner is a man who has walked a path of continual growth and self discovery, and as 
a result he continues to grow his impact on the world. From a career in the United States Armed Forces, 
to a successful entrepreneurial career to a successful speaking and training career and now to writing a 
powerful novel…he never stops going or growing!  Read this book and get ready to be uplifted and 
inspired!”   

-Dr. Willie Jolley, Hall of Fame Speaker, Host of the Willie Jolley Show on Sirius XM and 
Best Selling Author of "A Setback Is A Setup For A Comeback.” 

”Honney Lavern Barner's book chronicles an amazing spiritual journey not unlike his own.  It is a 
powerful story told by a masterful storyteller, and has a number of applications to modern day life.  In 
this age of spiritual uncertainty, "Behind the Door" provides guidance for the believer and skeptic alike, 
and hope that there is indeed a higher power at work."   

-William Faucette, Entrepreneur, Former CEO and Success Coach. 

“As a public speaker, Behind the Door, Secrets to the Beginning took me on a journey and dared me to 
step out of my comfort zone of what I believed in.  Honney Lavern Barner was able to take an everyday 
subject and turn it into a compelling read that sizzles with brave energy.  The story has stayed with me, 
months after reading it.  I can’t stop thinking about it.” 

 -Steve Schulz, author of Yes, Sometimes It Is About The Money. 

“Honney Lavern Barner brings Christian journey and Spiritual experience "down to earth".   
Behind the Door is at once intriguing, insightful and inspirational.  It challenges and acknowledges 
everyday struggles involving faith, family, fame, fortune and God-- all clashing!! 
---  A must read for all Christians, particularly, the youth and young adults.  
This novel is a great gift to Self, families and youth groups. 
 

-  Stella Ford. 
   PhD, LLM, MA, LLB (Hons) BL, BS. 
   International Analyst and Attorney at Law in foreign jurisdiction.   

 

TUNE IN TO DR. BARNER’S WEEKLY PODCAST. 
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